Minding the Gaps: Exploring the intersection of political economy, colonial ideologies, and cultural practice in early modern Ireland. 
By AUDREY HORNING SUMMARY: Examinations of the imposition of colonial ideologies

INTRODUCTION
During the first decade of the 17th century, the English crown capitalised upon its military victory over the Irish by implementing colonial schemes, or plantations, to control the Irish population, undermine Gaelic and Old English political and economic power, impose Protestantism, and exploit the natural resources of the island. Conceived as a means of civilising Irish society through the imposition of new settlement forms, plantation was clearly bound up with the expansion of mercantile capitalism in the broader Atlantic region. As such, it was foundational to the emergence of the 18th-century moral philosophies from which the concept of political economy, defined as a means of understanding the relationship between production, labour, and social governance, emerged. While firmly rooted in western European capitalism, the broad concept of political economy is capable of encompassing noncapitalist or partially capitalist formulations. Expanding our definitions of political economy allows for a more nuanced examination of the complex impacts and outcomes of the forces of colonialism and mercantilist expansion in the early modern world. Ireland presents a valuable case study for addressing the interplay of political economies within a colonial setting, and challenges notions of capitalist domination by revealing the ways in which preexisting economic structures continued to operate and indeed shape the direction of the early modern political economy of the island and of its Atlantic engagements.
Historians of the Ulster plantation, which was launched in 1609 and encompassed much of the most northerly province of Ireland, have generally accepted the pervasive nature of capitalist ideologies in ordering life and purportedly destroying the foundations of a largely pastoral Gaelic world. As summarised by Raymond Gillespie:
Historians of sixteenth-and seventeenth-century Ireland accept that the society they study was undergoing a revolution. Most strikingly, economic life shifted from a situation in which economic surplus was redistributed in local lineages by gifts and exchange…to a system in which the market was the main means of economic While portrayed by the English as backward and feudal, Gaelic elites were in fact far from unacquainted with the capitalistic exchanges that characterised medieval and Renaissance
European trade relations, and as such, would not have viewed the intended mercantile plantation economy as wholly alien. The increasing numbers of Irish scholars on the continent in the sixteenth century exposed Gaelic Ireland to not just Renaissance arts and letters, but also to a wide range of new forms of material culture and economic practices. 10 Continental commodities, including the French wine and brandy essential to hospitality rituals, were increasingly acquired in exchange for Irish commodities including fish and cattle. As observed by Susan Flavin on the basis of exhaustive research into the Bristol port books, sixteenthcentury 'Ireland was not isolated from wider European developments and indeed, the … south-east, at least, played an active, independent part in the early expansion of the European Atlantic economy.' 11 Her research has highlighted an increasing appetite for luxury goods ranging from silks and velvets to fine tablewares, supported by the increasing diversification of economies on the island.
The geographical complexity of Ireland also supported a range of diverse subsistence practices. Along the coasts, powerful Gaelic lordships controlled sophisticated maritime economies. 12 By way of example, the O'Driscolls in the south-west dealt extensively with the Spanish fishing fleets. Their control over access to fish stocks was not just based on a handshake or promise of protection, it was a carefully costed economic exchange:
Every ship or boat that fishes there is to pay the lord in money sixteen shillings and two-pence, a barrel of flour, a barrel of salt, a hogshead of beer, a dish of fish three times a week from every boat, and if they dry their fish in any part of the said country to pay thirteen shillings for the rocks. 13 The evolution of this relationship predates the involvement of the Spanish, with south-western English fleets extensively engaged within Irish waters from the fourteenth century until the development of the Newfoundland fishery in the sixteenth century. 14 As has been discussed by Connie Kelleher, the O'Driscolls also endeavoured to strategically balance their political allegiances, pledging loyalty to the English Crown while at the same time providing support to their Spanish customers on the eve of the battle of Kinsale. 15 In the seventeenth century, Notwithstanding the increasing commercialization of these maritime activities, cattle pastoralism remained one of the most important economic activities within Ulster. The cattle economy was a subject of some considerable concern to the incoming English, who wilfully misinterpreted the seasonal movement of people and herds as indicative of rebellious nomadism, as expressed by the mapmaker Francis Jobson:
The greatest strength, riches, and relief of these rebellious people, in this Province and other parts of Ireland, consist chiefly upon great herds of cows, goats, and horse, which so long as they may have scope to range up and down in to pasture and feed, they both can and will ever at their pleasures (without regard of God, Prince, or humanity), rebel and make havoc. 21 Fynes with the colonists came innovation: a radical transformation of the landscape…a market-based rural economy resulted in quite spectacular growth in urbanisation… sophisticated permanent dwellings… spread of hedged enclosure… 23 However, most enclosure and drainage schemes date to the late 18th and 19th centuries.
Furthermore, a remarkable continuity of pre-plantation land divisions exists throughout
Ireland through the survival of the townland system, with boundaries and names surviving from the medieval period to the present day. While some places, for example the parts of counties Antrim and Down that attracted a critical mass of lowland Scottish settlers, did see major changes in land use and settlement, even there, a Gaelic imprint was never erased, with medieval routeways and land divisions surviving to this day. 24 A documented dearth of enclosures in mid-century Ulster suggests that planters may have actually adapted to land use practices associated with pastoralism, an assertion supported by a reconsideration of plantation records. Indicative of reliance upon a cattle economy is the prevalence of tanning activity in the Ulster uncovered extensive evidence for leatherworking activity in the form of thousands of leather off cuts. 30 The extent of reliance upon cattle products in the goods shipped from Carrickfergus is evident in the port books, and also in the physical survival of a wall built almost entirely out of cattle horn cores from at least 25 individual animals-horn cores being a documented byproduct of tanning activity. 31 Coleraine, and overall promote a mixed economy. 37 Demographic and economic realities rendered these plantation requirements unattainable.
During a survey led by Philips in 1622, it was noted that two of the companies, the Salters and the Drapers, had each failed to complete the construction of a required manor house and bawn (fortified enclosure) in their principal towns, and that each had allowed the half-built constructions to be used as cattle pounds. The Salters' bawn at their principal settlement of
Magherafelt was described thus:
This manor house and bawn, begun by the company of Salters and builded to the first floor, has so remained these six years, the timber rotting and decaying, being now used for a pound for cattle. 38 In both cases, it would appear that those inhabiting the Company towns placed more emphasis upon economic stability in the form of cattle than upon defensive capability.
Extant entries from port books from Coleraine, Londonderry, Carrickfergus and other Ulster ports indicate an acceleration of trading activity in the early decades of the seventeenth century, while further underscoring the importance of cattle alongside more 'acceptable' plantation commodities like timber and salmon. 39 Notwithstanding plantation prohibitions, the expansion of the cattle economy, described as a commercialised 'agri-business' and 'rancher-economy' 51 has generally been credited to planter innovation and as another indicator of the all-pervasive nature of externally imposed capitalist expansion replacing archaic Gaelic practices. However, Gaelic forms of pastoralism were not inherently antithetical to more capitalistic formulations and the continuation of practices should be, and certainly must have been at the time, understood on multiple levels.
The ability of planters to accommodate the seemingly archaic practices and obligations of the The interpretation and imitation of Gaelic behaviour on the part of Phillips and Doddington is indicative of the process of mimesis. In colonial settings, such copying occurs across cultural boundaries, but is not simply a coping strategy engaged in by colonised others as it is most frequently considered. Crucially, it is a strategy also employed by those in authority endeavouring to understand the behaviour of those over whom they wielded power. As Similarly, of course, the Gaelic Irish were also open to new practices and products, as has also been acknowledged by Raymond Gillespie:
Even the most conservative of those in Gaelic Ireland were becoming more interested in the material goods they could acquire in markets that were evolving to meet their English knighthood, he could not have known that in a few years he would be falsely arrested, his lands recast as the Londonderry Plantation, and that centuries later he would be reviled as some kind of Gaelic traitor. In his mind, he was adapting to a small change that would allow him to wield even greater control over his hereditary lands, rather than paving the way for the Londonderry Plantation, a scheme that had not even been dreamt up when O'Cahan scrawled his mark on the page that ultimately sealed his fate. If we instead start to do history backwards 74 , in other words take it from the standpoint of the person in the past looking to an uncertain future rather than from our standpoint of knowing how it all worked out, we will come much closer to a truly critical and human-centred understanding of the past.
Furthermore, and referring back to the work of DeLanda, if we focus more explicitly upon interrelationships and overlaps -as in the mimetic hospitality practices of incoming planters and the manner in which the Gaelic cattle economy became the cornerstone of the plantation market economy-we can begin to transcend the dichotomy between macro-and micro-scalar analyses. 75 As such, it is hoped that this brief examination of the gaps between plantation rhetoric and on the ground realities in early modern Ireland has demonstrated the valuing of exploring the intersections of culturally disparate political economies to expose deeper and more culturally meaningful understandings of colonial encounters.
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